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Classical Inspiration from Wilton Carpets at Hardwick Hall

HARDWICK HALL

A stunning carpet full of classic design cues and woven by
Wilton Carpets now graces areas of Hardwick Hall, a four-star
luxury country hotel considered one of the North East’s most
charming places to stay.
When looking for new carpet to adorn its Colman Suite,
Crush Bar, corridors and lounge areas; the hotel turned to
Wilton Carpets’ bespoke service to create a design perfectly
in keeping with its unique style. An oversize repeating scroll is
layered beneath a pin-line interlocking hexagon and surrounded
by a decorative border, tones of taupe and grey giving a
sophisticated tonal look.
The bordered design serves to frame the three areas of the
Colman Suite, which can be separated to accommodate
different functions and covers and to provide definition to the
adjacent Crush Bar. The design also works well to define the
lounge area of the hotel and to provide a striking carpet
in corridors.

Sam Dean, senior designer, Wilton Carpets, commented:
“We worked with Space I.D to develop a carpet design that
referenced the classical elegance of Hardwick Hall’s 18th
century architecture, while marking its status as one of the
North East’s most luxurious destinations. Through blending
sophisticated contemporary geometrics with elegant florals
and classic fret borders, we’ve managed to achieve the difficult
balance between historic reference and modern intention.
A bordered design such as this is also a great way to define
individual areas, at the same time giving a unified look.”
Installed by Pocklington Carpets, the 850 square metres
of bespoke carpet were manufactured in Wilton’s Wiltshire
factory, axminster woven in an 80% British wool and 20%
nylon blend for wear and appearance retention. In a seven-row
quality, the carpet can withstand high footfall levels, while it’s
wool and nylon mix remains easy to clean, keeping the suite,
bar, lounge and corridors looking their best throughout
constant use.
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